Dear NDSU Colleagues,

There has been growing interest in facilitating the professional development of graduate students. Ensuring that our students have the skills needed to be successful in a wide range of careers is a key aspect of their graduate training. There are regular articles in the Chronicle of Higher Education, among other sources, that provide important information regarding a range of professional development topics. I’ve created a Professional Development Listserv to facilitate dissemination of this information to our graduate students. You are also welcome to subscribe to the list, if you would like to receive information regarding graduate student professional development. Items sent to the list can become talking points between you and your students. Likely topics include applying for jobs in a range of fields, resumes and curricula vitae, leadership, professional networking, teaching, communication, etc.

To Subscribe, send an e-mail to Listserv@listserv.nodak.edu

1. Leave the subject line blank of the e-mail
2. In the body (not subject) of the e-mail enter the following:

   SUB NDSU-GRADSTU-PRO-DEVELOP yourfirstname yourlastname

Note:

yourfirstname and yourlastname are your name (must be at least two words).
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